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Joe Delaney is an ordinary man with an
extraordinary problem. He's obsessed with the Boss'
Brat TARA. He is consumed by his desire to claim
her as his own. Joe does what many do in times of
great need. He turns to the internet and discovers an
invention called the BIMBO BELL is available for
order. Now, Joe isn't one to fall for a scam, but the
creator of the bell claims it will transform any woman
into a BIMBO with one thing on her mind. Even
better -- the device is being offered free of charge,
so Joe has nothing to lose! And when Joe tries out
the bell for the first time? Well...let's just say he finds
himself the luckiest man alive with three willing
BIMBOS all fighting for their chance with him! Bimbo
erotica, Bimbo, Bimbofication erotica, Bimbofication,
Dubcon, Dubious Consent, Forced Sex, Forced
Erotica, Hypnosis, Transformation erotica,
Transformation, Hypnosis erotica, Mind Control
erotica, Mind control, Taboo, Hardcore, erotica short
story
This super-sized bimbo bundle is full of fun, sweet,
and sexy bimbo tales! You'll get FIVE of Cindy
Johnson's most popular tales, bundled and arranged
for maximum laughter and hotness. The five stores
include: 1. Bimbo 101: The Professor's Bimbo 2. My
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Wife, the Bimbo 3. My wife, the Bimbo 2: My Best
Friend's Bimbo 4. Dr. Dix and the Dream Machine 5.
My Boss, the Bimbo Altogether, thats's over 20,000
words of bimbo fun! ------------------------- This bundle
contains: bimbofication, erotic mind control, BDSM,
voyeurism, domestic discipline, cuckold, and group
sex scenes. ----------------------- All characters and
themes are 21+. For adult audiences.
A Bucketload of BimbosA 5-Story Bimbo
BundleCindy Johnson
JOHN RANDALL TABOR grew up in north Louisiana
in the town of Homer. In 1962 he earned a
bachelor’s degree in English education at Louisiana
Tech. In 1968 he was awarded a master’s degree in
journalism from Louisiana State University. For thirtythree years he taught English composition and news
writing at LSU in Shreveport, where he also was
director of information services and director of
alumni affairs. In addition, Tabor was president of
the Ark-La-Tex chapter of the Society of Professional
Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi. From 2002–2003 he
wrote a weekly column for The (Homer) GuardianJournal newspaper and throughout his career he has
published a number of feature articles, one of which
won first place at the Deep South Writers
Conference. He currently lives in the village of
Bethany, Louisiana, where he is working on a novel,
The Glorious Weight of the Noonday Sun.
Hopelessly struck by Dr. Peter Asheville's good
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looks, celebrity renown, and of course his erotic
pleasure therapy techniques, Tracy Gelman has
surrendered herself to the famous researcher's
experimental project to create the perfect sex kitten:
voluptuous, horny, and eager to please. A month
ago she was just a shy intern drifting without
direction, but through intense and extensive pleasure
therapy - along with the physical tweaks to give her
the curves to make any man go wild - she has
proven a flawless test subject for the doctor's highly
charged experiments in creating his ideal bimbo. In
the wake of his success, Dr. Asheville's lab is
moving to a private facility and he's sent Tracy to
stay with his friend across town. But after weeks
living in a world of eager obedience and simple
pleasures, she's become dependent on the man that
transformed her - and on the pleasure treatment
regimen that satisfied her overcharged sex drive.
Deprived of them both, the sheltered, pleasureloving test subject soon finds herself helplessly
horny and helplessly lost in the big city, trying to
pretend she doesn't have a body specifically
designed to make all the men around her wild with
desire. She wants to be a good girl and find Dr.
Asheville's friend, but soon she'll be unable to resist
even the most casual advances, and it's only a
matter of time before someone comes along to take
advantage of the situation. Reader Advisory: This
story is for mature audiences only and features
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intensely erotic situations, the use of potent
aphrodisiacs, multiple partners, rough group sex, a
dominant older man and the increasingly
submissive, curvaceous young subject of his
experiments. All characters are 18 or older. At Large
is the third installment of the Becoming His Curvy
Test Subject series. Each episode can be enjoyed in
order or as a standalone story. Excerpt My skimpy
clothes were clinging to me as I stepped in out of the
rain. I was shivering, just a little bit, and it felt good to
close the door behind me and feel the warm air of
the bar wash over my chilled body, even if the
mingling smells of liquor and smoke stung my
nostrils just a bit. My face scrunched up at their
unexpected intensity. I looked around shyly.
Immediately I felt out of place and I could see some
of the men near the door turning to notice me as I
stood hesitating on the threshold. Was this a
mistake? Coming in here now? I hadn't been out in
public since early in Dr. Vellano's treatment program
– not since the changes had really started – and now
I was at the center of so many unfamiliar faces with
expressions that made it clear how much I stuck out.
Some of them were openly appreciative or even a
little predatory as they took in my appearance. Even
in a nightclub filled with men and women trying to
look their best, my ripe, inviting form stood out
effortlessly. The wet blouse I had been given clung
to my breasts and my nipples were poking through
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the almost sheer cloth as though an advertisement.
Notice: This title includes themes and passages that
have been adapted from Jessica Whitethread's
Bimbo Therapy series with full consent of the original
author.
Meek, mousy genius, Bethany Swallow is a week
away from eviction and homelessness. Desperation
drives her to accept a position working for the
enigmatic billionaire scientist, Nicholas Black. Under
Mr Black’s care and training, and with a boost from
his special green juice, Bethany is transformed into a
glamorous blonde, long-legged beauty, with nothing
on her mind beyond her need to come. Will she be
the scientist’s most successful transformation ever?
Search Terms/Keywords: Erotica, bimbo,
bimbofication, body modification, breast
enhancement, object insertion, anal sex, anal play,
sybian, masturbation, exhibitionism, voyeurism, sci fi
erotica, mind control
This volume focuses on the 2016 Presidential campaign from
a communication perspective, with each chapter considering
a specific area of political campaign communication and
practice. The first section includes chapters on the early
candidate nomination campaigns, the nominating
conventions, the debates, political advertising and new media
technologies. The second section provides studies of critical
topics and issues of the campaign to include chapters on
candidate persona, issues of gender, wedge issues and
scandal. The final section provides an overview of the
election with chapters focusing on explaining the vote and
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impact of new campaign finance laws and regulations in the
2016 election. All the contributors are accomplished scholars
in their areas of analysis. Students, scholars and general
readers will find the volume offers a comprehensive overview
of the historic 2016 presidential campaign.
In the offices of a large media conglomerate responsible for
all kinds of advertising, Max Brecher considers himself the
intellectual among the clerks. He reflects on the personal
relations in the office, his own situation as an employee and
human being, and the shifts in the values and ideas of life in
1920s Berlin. His office has its share of interesting characters,
such as the corrupt Dr. Geist, who becomes a hypocrite in
order to advance in the office hierarchy; the lovely Mucki
Schopps, a tricky young girl with whom everyone falls in love;
Gudula Often, who strives for harmony among her coworkers
but never achieves her goal; and the department head, Mr.
Sack, who meets an unfortunate end.
This is the story of my reincarnation. The year was 1933,
sometime in May, and I was entering into this new birth. I had
made my contract, and now I was back on my way in. I had to
decide where I was going to be born. I decided that the
United States would be a good place, because what I was
looking for was total freedom, which I hadnt had in many
previous lifetimes. So I was looking for a mother or father who
would provide this opportunity. That was my greatest desire.
The rest would follow.
Love Page Turning Romance? Books you can share with
friends and family? Then sit back, kick off your shoes and
prepare to fall in love with the Sweet Aloha Romance Series
from USA TODAY Bestselling Author Chris Keniston. First
you need one sailor in dress whites. Couple him with a
beautiful, feisty shop manager. Don't forget the runaway
bride. Add a little orange liqueur, a splash of coconut rum and
a pineapple spear just for fun. Stir in one hazy accidental
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marriage. Mix in some crazy friends and one meddling mother
And you have the perfectly concocted Mai Tai Marriage.
MORE IN THE SERIES: Aloha Texas: HW Edition Almost
Paradise: HW Edition Mai Tai Marriage : HW Edition Dive into
You : HW Edition Look of Love: HW Edition Love by Design:
HW Edition Love Walks In: HW Edition Shell Game : HW
Edition Flirting with Paradise Want more Small Town
Romance? Check out: Farraday Country Series Hart Land
Series Honeymoon Series Enjoy and Mahalo! Note: This
story was originally published as a mainstream contemporary
romance under the similar title Aloha Texas and is still
available to purchase for those who prefer the original spicier
version. If you're a fan of Main Street Romance, military
romance, family sagas, SEAL romance, humor, small town
romance, beach reads, Hawaiian Islands, Hallmark movies,
the Hallmark channel, or books by Debbie Macomber,
Addison Cole, RaeAnne Thayne, Nancy Naigle, Jodi Thomas
and Emily March, this is the series for you.
Secrets. Lies. A man. There's always a man. And there's
always a truth to be told. I'm Hailey Anne Monroe. I’m twentyeight years old. An artist, who found her muse on the canvas
because I wasn’t allowed to have friends or even keep a
journal. And yes, if you haven’t guessed by now, I’m that
Hailey Anne Monroe, daughter to Thomas Frank Monroe, the
man who was a half-percentage point from becoming
President of the United States. If you were able to ask him,
he’d probably tell you that I was the half point. But you can’t
ask him, and he can’t tell you. He’s dead. They’re all dead
and now I can speak.
This edited collection examines pornography as a material
practice that eroticises gender inequality and sexual violence
towards women. It addresses the complex relationship
between pornography and medicine (in particular, sexology
and psycho-therapy) whereby medicine has historically, and
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currently, afforded pornography considerable legitimacy and
even authority. Pornography naturalises women’s
submission and men’s dominance as if gendered power is
rooted in biology not politics. In contrast to the populist view
that medicine is objective and rational, the contributors here
demonstrate that medicine has been complicit with the
construction of gender difference, and in that construction the
relationship with pornography is not incidental but
fundamental. A range of theoretical approaches critically
engages with this topic in the light, firstly, of radical feminist
ideas about patriarchy and the politics of gender, and,
secondly, of the rapidly changing conditions of global
capitalism and digital-technologies. In its broad approach, the
book also engages with the ideas of Michel Foucault,
particularly his refutation of the liberal hypothesis that
sexuality is a deep biological and psychological human
property which is repressed by traditional, patriarchal
discourses and which can be freed from authoritarianism, for
example by producing and consuming pornography. In taking
pornography as a cultural and social phenomenon, the
concepts brought to bear by the contributors critically
scrutinise not only pornography and medicine, but also
current media scholarship. The 21st century has witnessed a
growth in (neo-)liberal academic literature which is propornography. This book provides a critical counterpoint to this
current academic trend, and demonstrates its lack of
engagement with the politics of the multi-billion dollar
pornography industry which creates the desire for the product
it sells, the individualism of its arguments which analyse
pornography as personal fantasy, and the paucity of
theoretical analysis. In contrast, this book re-opens the
feminist debate about pornography for a new generation of
critical thinkers in the 21st century. Pornography matters
politically and ethically. It matters in the real world as well as
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in fantasy; it matters to performers as well as to consumers; it
matters to adults as well as to children; and it matters to men
as well as to women.
Rooted in the creative success of over 30 years of
supermarket tabloid publishing, the Weekly World News has
been the world's only reliable news source since 1979. The
online hub www.weeklyworldnews.com is a leading
entertainment news site.
Philosophy and Love introduces historical and contemporary
philosophical reflections on love. It brings together philosophy
with cultural analysis to provide an accessible and engaging
account of conventional theories of love as well as the
controversial reformulations evident in same-sex desire, crosscultural love and internet romance. Starting with Plato, but
focusing especially on contemporary European philosophy,
this book introduces figures such as Nietzsche, Beauvoir,
Irigaray, Derrida and Fanon. Explaining these philosophical
approaches in clear and accessible terms, Philosophy and
Love also engages with cultural productions - ranging from
Sappho to Frankenstein, and from Hiroshima Mon Amour to
Desperate Housewives - enabling an exchange between
philosophical and cultural theories. Love stories are also
central to this interdisciplinary book, revealing the ethical and
the political as well as the personal implications of lover's
discourses. Embracing both the sentimental and the political
this deconstructive reading discloses the paradoxes, conflicts
and intensities of the love relation.
Meet the men of BeefCake, Inc.! Girls’ Night Out never
tasted so good! Volume One - A two-book collection from the
BeefCake, Inc. series. Beefcake & Cupcakes Exotic dancer
Gage is burning both ends of the candle; he could use a
break. Lara, the bakery owner, would be the perfect treat. But
Lara needs her business to be a success. She doesn’t have
time for a man. Until beefcake meets cupcake and it’s hot
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enough to melt the icing. Beefcake & Mistakes Fabulous gifts
come in small packages, and, sometimes, so do big mistakes.
And falling in love could be the biggest mistake of all… When
Bryan mistakes Jenna for a hooker, it’s only the beginning of
the mistakes between them—until one wrong turn around the
stripper pole turns out oh-so-right.
Mr. Thomas creates affirmation MP3s for a living that help
people overcome their problems in life. And he's testing out a
new one designed to help women overcome their shyness in
certain areas of their life... Inexperienced Bree is gardening in
her backyard when she hears Mr. Thomas' music. It has an
effect on her that Mr. Thomas never intended -- transforming
her from BRAT next door into a hot BIMBO who just can't get
enough! Dubcon, Dubious Consent, Mind Control, Hypnosis,
Bimbo, Bimbofication erotica, Bimbofication, Taboo, Older
Man Younger Woman, Erotica Short Story
You can have it all! Abby Barton's TV career is taking off and
now she and her husband can have the life they've always
dreamed of in a lovely Irish town -- at least, in theory! But
when your husband takes you for granted and your teenage
daughter hates you, an adoring old flame can spell danger to
your seemingly perfect life. Fortunately, Abby has her friends
to keep her sane. For starters, her best friend, Sally, owns a
beauty salon, and Sally and her husband throw fantastic
parties, where there are still more friends to be made. Just be
sure to share. Sally's friend Lizzie makes time for everybody:
her gal pals, her grown children, even her ex-husband. But
when her ex finds someone new, Lizzie can't help but wonder
if she'll ever love again. The women are all thrilled to meet
Erin, who has moved home to Ireland from Chicago for her
husband's new job. But is she cut out for small-town life, and
what of the family she left behind years ago? Together and
on their own, these four women are about to face highs and
lows they never anticipated. Only from each other can they
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learn that life is for the living and that they need to grab it with
both hands....
Boys' Life is the official youth magazine for the Boy Scouts of
America. Published since 1911, it contains a proven mix of
news, nature, sports, history, fiction, science, comics, and
Scouting.

This book contains 150 letters on practically every
conceivable sexual subject imaginable form marrying a
deceased lover to wedding a giant statue in a public
square. Mr. Anthony gives each missive a witty and
sarcastic wisecrack response. Each mailer writes two
letters. Some of them are years and situations apart.
There are sex letters from people all over the United
States even one from a lowly, asexual amoeba to the
spirit of a horny George Washington. In reading this
hysterical collection, Mr. Anthony asks that you be
completely nonjudgmental and to feel reassured that
happiness is knowing that everyone else is miserable
too. This play is a comedy about the wife swappers themorning-after-night-before. One couple is seasoned at
switching but it is the virgin experience for the other pair.
Laughter reigns supreme throughout the entire hilarious
two acts!
Jordan is one of the most notorious celebrities in Britain
today. Daily Mirror Editor, Piers Morgan, described her
as 'The biggest driver of sales of tabloid newspapers in
the country.' A top glamour model since the age of 16,
she was an instant hit as a Page 3 girl, was the F1
Jordan team mascot for four years and even spent 3
weeks with Hugh Hefner at the Playboy mansion! Yet
behind the glamorous party girl is the real Jordan -- Katie
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Price -- single mum and accomplished horsewoman who
is more at home in her combat trousers than posing in
her G-string. Much has been written about Jordan in the
press but here, for the first time, is the real story of Katie
in her own words. She reveals the full stories behind her
turbulent youth, her traumatic relationship with footballer
Dwight Yorke, her heartbreak over a top Formula One
driver and her battle to cope with her son's blindness and
diabetes, and her own fight against cancer.
Fresh out of college, Tracy Gelman has managed to land
an internship at a prestigious behavioral research
institute. Resigned to making coffee and working the
copier, she's just thrilled to be in the same building as
the famous and handsome researcher Dr. Peter
Asheville. Little does the curvy young woman realize just
how intimately his next project will involve her. When a
chance encounter catches his eye, she quickly becomes
the center of his newest project. His studies of sexual
pleasure have led him to design a program to create the
ideal bimbo: voluptuous, horny, and desperate to please.
Now he has the perfect test subject, and he's prepared
to work intimately and untiringly with her until he has
shaped her into his perfect sexual plaything, though of
course he'll be willing to share. Reader Advisory: This
story is for mature audiences only and features intensely
erotic situations, the use of potent aphrodisiacs, medical
examination, a dominant older man and the increasingly
submissive, curvy young subject of his experiments. All
characters are 18 or older. Excerpt: I lived in a rhythmic
haze, at times completely caught up in the changes I
was experiencing and at other times regaining enough of
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a clear head to understand what was happening.
Gradually I began to recognize that this wasn't about
unleashing some empowering sense of sexuality. It was
about making me into the perfect bimbo, a voluptuous
sex kitten dwelling in the world of sensual pleasure. At
first the thought alarmed me, but as the treatments went
on, the more the thought excited me. I began to
consciously work towards the little things that might
please Dr. Samprez and bring me in line with what he
wanted me to be. I awaited new measurements with
breathless excitement. When my first reaction to any
request wasn't immediate and eager obedience, I
stumbled over myself to apologize and beg his
forgiveness. I was starting to have trouble with
complicated ideas, and even that I began to appreciate.
The complicated ideas were all just distractions
anyways. The simple things were the important things.
Pleasure. Obedience. Keeping myself sexy and
available. When anything that didn't have to do with
those things came up, men like Dr. Samprez were happy
to worry about them for me in exchange for a little of
those things that I did understand. But best of all was the
effect my changes had on them. That was where I took
my greatest satisfaction. When I had first wandered in
through their doors they had looked on me like a nice
piece of clay, something they could do something with
but not terribly interesting in my own right. But now I
often saw their admiring glances. I saw the way they
responded to my welcoming body and the little things I
did to please them. It was Dr. Samprez in particular that I
focused on. I knew he wanted me, and that he was only
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managing to restrain himself because he didn't want to
interfere with the experiment in its early stages. But I
didn't care about the experiment. I cared about him, and
I knew I could make him happy if he let me. So I became
a bit of a bad girl. I watched for the little things I did that
most affected him and did them at every opportunity. I
came and sat on his lap whenever he was too distracted
to immediately shoo me away. Once or twice I managed
to brush his groin with a thigh or a hand and could tell I
made him hard. He had created his perfect sex toy and
now I took it upon myself to be sure he got to play with
me before his sense of responsibility left us both
unhappy. Notice: This title includes themes and
passages that have been adapted from Jessica
Whitethread's Bimbo Therapy series with full consent of
the original author.
Hopelessly struck by Dr. Peter Asheville's good looks,
celebrity renown, and of course his erotic pleasure
therapy techniques, Tracy Gelman has surrendered
herself to the famous researcher's experimental project
to create the perfect sex kitten: voluptuous, horny, and
eager to please. A month ago she was just a shy intern
drifting without direction, but through intense and
extensive pleasure therapy - along with the physical
tweaks to give her the curves to make any man go wild she has proven a flawless test subject for the doctor's
highly charged experiments in creating his ideal bimbo.
But now he's decided it's time to bring this breakthrough
the attention it deserves, and he's going to put Tracy
centerstage for a demonstration of his new techniques to
a group of colleagues flying in from across the country.
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But maybe even he has underestimated the power of the
changes he has inspired in his little project, because
once the doors are closed and the presentations have
begun, things seem ready to get hot and out of control,
very fast. Can the doctor's submissive, pleasure-loving
creation handle all the appetites of a world driven wild by
her sexual allure? Or will she prove powerless to resist
even her own scientifically enhanced urges to take it
hard and fast from any man who will give it to her?
Passed Around is the second installment of the
Becoming His Curvy Test Subject series. Each episode
can be enjoyed in order or as a standalone story. Reader
Advisory: This story is for mature audiences only and
features intensely erotic situations, the use of potent
aphrodisiacs, multiple partners, rough group sex,
medical examination, a dominant older man and the
increasingly submissive, curvy young subject of his
experiments. All characters are 18 or older. Excerpt:
"She's at her most docile immediately after a session,"
he went on. "This was usually when I found it easiest to
take measurements and gauge progress. At other times
she can be - through no ill intent of her own - a little ...
excitable. That is, if you'd like to examine her, now would
be a good time." A babble of quiet speculation met his
words. Several of the researchers approached me. They
were initially dubious but I smiled encouragingly at them,
happy to show I could be cooperative, and managed to
stand up straight and expectant. Dr. Asheville usually
gave me a little longer to recover after an orgasm, but I
was supposed to be on especially good behavior. They
surrounded me, obviously enthusiastic about the chance
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to examine me. Curious fingers felt the smoothness of
my skin, the contour of my side, and ran through my
thick, lush hair. I basked quietly in their attention and let
them touch me wherever they wanted. All the little
caresses - ten or twelve hands on me at once - gave me
the hot, sort of dirty feeling that my body was public
property. Notice: This title includes themes and
passages that have been adapted from Jessica
Whitethread's Bimbo Therapy series with full consent of
the original author.
"It's good to be ambitious. Only remember, the nearer
you get to the front of the line, the more people with
knives can see your back." That's Louie Riller giving
advice to his son, Ben, who happens to be the most
successful producer on Broadway. Louie Riller himself
happens to be long dead. "Joan of Arc heard voices,"
Ben Riller's secretary tells him. "Why shouldn't you?" But
Ben isn't just hearing voices; he's having a running
argument with the late Louie about life, love, and Ben's
newest production, The Best Revenge, a play that has
already gobbled up too much of other people's money
and is in danger of closing before it opens. When, on
Louie's advice, Ben visits his father's master shylock,
Aldo Manucci, we are suddenly involved with two
generations of wonderful underworld characters. One of
them pulls the trapdoor under Ben's feet, forcing him to
choose between his moral and financial ruin. In turn
hilarious, poignant, and profound, The Best Revenge
takes us on a vastly entertaining excursion behind the
scenes of the Great White Way, where the drama is
often more suspenseful than anything that happens
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onstage and where the best revenge is, of course,
success. In The Best Revenge, the author of the millioncopy seller The Magician, out-triumphs all his previous
work. Saul Bellow has said of The Best Revenge, “It
reads itself.” And The New York Times affirms, “If you
bury yourself in a Sol Stein novel while walking, you’ll
walk into a wall.”
Sugar is sweet, but so is revenge All Lara Cavallo wants
to do is make her bakery business, Cavallo's Cups &
Cakes, a success, and be able to stop accepting alimony
from her rotten, cheating ex-husband. But first she needs
to find her clothes and escape the strange hotel room
she wakes up in before she embarrasses herself any
further in front the owner of that gorgeous naked keister
she spots through the bathroom door. She needs to keep
her mind on her cupcakes. She doesn't have time for
beefcake, no matter how enticing. Cupcakes are sweet,
and so is Lara… All Gage Tomlinson wants is to find a
way to help his single-mom sister pay the hospital bills
for his six-year-old nephew, badly injured in a hit and run
accident. Working construction during the day and as the
owner of the exotic male dance troupe BeefCake, Inc. by
night doesn't leave much time for indulgence. Too bad
the sweetest thing he's seen in ages passes out on him
and then takes off before he even gets a nibble. He's got
a sweet tooth, and only Lara's "cupcakes" will satisfy
him. But when cupcake finally meets beefcake, it's hot
enough to melt the buttercream right off the cake.

Fresh out of college, Tracy Gelman has managed to
land an internship at a prestigious behavioral
research institute. Resigned to making coffee and
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working the copier, she's just thrilled to be in the
same building as the famous and handsome
researcher Dr. Peter Asheville. Little does the curvy
young woman realize just how intimately his next
project will involve her. When a chance encounter
catches his eye, she quickly becomes the center of
his newest project. His studies of sexual pleasure
have led him to design a program to create the ideal
bimbo: voluptuous, horny, and desperate to please.
Now he has the perfect test subject, and he's
prepared to work intimately and untiringly with her
until he has shaped her into his perfect sexual
plaything, though of course he'll be willing to share.
Reader Advisory: These stories are for mature
audiences only and feature intensely erotic
situations, the use of potent aphrodisiacs, multiple
partners, rough group sex, medical examination, a
dominant older man and the increasingly
submissive, curvy young subject of his experiments.
All characters are 18 or older. Becoming His Curvy
Test Subject follows Tracy's transformation into a
willing sex toy over the course of the three part
series, now combined in a single volume. Excerpt: I
lived in a rhythmic haze, at times completely caught
up in the changes I was experiencing and at other
times regaining enough of a clear head to
understand what was happening. Gradually I began
to recognize that this wasn't about unleashing some
empowering sense of sexuality. It was about making
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me into the perfect bimbo, a voluptuous sex kitten
dwelling in the world of sensual pleasure. At first the
thought alarmed me, but as the treatments went on,
the more the thought excited me. I began to
consciously work towards the little things that might
please Dr. Samprez and bring me in line with what
he wanted me to be. I awaited new measurements
with breathless excitement. When my first reaction to
any request wasn't immediate and eager obedience,
I stumbled over myself to apologize and beg his
forgiveness. I was starting to have trouble with
complicated ideas, and even that I began to
appreciate. The complicated ideas were all just
distractions anyways. The simple things were the
important things. Pleasure. Obedience. Keeping
myself sexy and available. When anything that didn't
have to do with those things came up, men like Dr.
Samprez were happy to worry about them for me in
exchange for a little of those things that I did
understand. But best of all was the effect my
changes had on them. That was where I took my
greatest satisfaction. When I had first wandered in
through their doors they had looked on me like a
nice piece of clay, something they could do
something with but not terribly interesting in my own
right. But now I often saw their admiring glances. I
saw the way they responded to my welcoming body
and the little things I did to please them. It was Dr.
Samprez in particular that I focused on. I knew he
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wanted me, and that he was only managing to
restrain himself because he didn't want to interfere
with the experiment in its early stages. But I didn't
care about the experiment. I cared about him, and I
knew I could make him happy if he let me. So I
became a bit of a bad girl. I watched for the little
things I did that most affected him and did them at
every opportunity. I came and sat on his lap
whenever he was too distracted to immediately shoo
me away. Once or twice I managed to brush his
groin with a thigh or a hand and could tell I made him
hard. He had created his perfect sex toy and now I
took it upon myself to be sure he got to play with me
before his sense of responsibility left us both
unhappy. Notice: These titles include themes and
passages that have been adapted from Jessica
Whitethread's Bimbo Therapy series with full consent
of the original author.
Chicken Soup for the Soul: What I Learned from the
Dog will delight readers with humorous,
heartwarming, and inspiring stories about lessons
our canine friends and family members have taught
us. Lessons come in all shapes and sizes, like our
faithful canine friends. Dog lovers share their stories
about the valuable, heartwarming, and often funny,
lessons they have learned from their loyal pets.
In Paris, American film student Adele Longet is
murdered. Aristotle Witzer, a Defense Analyst new to
America's Paris embassy, gets a late night call to get
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a police report. Witzer is drawn into hutning for her
killer, encountering film fanatics, Catacombs lovers
and scum from France's Nazi past. In Paris
Catacombs, underground rave parties blaze until
dawn with ecstasy, sex and cinema as Witzer
scrambles through this subterranean web - the haunt
of French kings, the sanctuary for Resistance
Fighters and the domain of partying 'Cataphiles'.
Who murdered Adele? Unexposed French
collaborators? Drug dealers? Criminal kingpins? He
can trust no one. On a hot summer night, when a
famed music festival shuts down the City of Light, he
searches for a drug lab with answers to Adele's
murder - and the clue to his own daughter's
kidnaping - before he loses her to "A Cold Death."
Michael Mandaville is a filmmaker, media
professional and World War II history fanatic. He has
written the thriller "Stealing Thunder" and "Citizen
Soldier Handbook:101 Ways For Every American To
Fight Terrorism." He has a M.A. in Professional
Writing from USC. www.MichaelMandaville.com
This bundle brings together 3 of Cindy Johnson's
biggest bimbo hits! Prepare your sweet tooth for a
little bit of sexy fun! You'll get 3 stories filled with
curvy, sugary, silly bimbo antics as straight-laced
and proper women are turned into love-hungry
bimbos by the men who lust after them. The three
steamy stories are: 1. Bimbo 101: The Professor's
Bimbo 2. My Wife, The Bimbo 3. My Wife, The
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Bimbo 2: My Best Friend's Bimbo -------------- All
stories are for adult audiences. All characters and
themes are 21+
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